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Dear Pastor, Churches and praying Friends, 
 
As we all pray that things will go back to normal life, the advent of another COVid variant leaves me 
shaking my head. I was later convinced that this uncertainties will bring us closer to Gods presence 
than meddle to political and medical bickering whatsoever. Praying that all of you is well. 
The world was worried about economic downfall and recession however there is always hope to 
recovery but when a lost soul died and go to hell then it is hopeless. Truth is we cannot prevent people 
from dying because there are travel restriction. Since January travel restrictions and lockdowns has 
hampered our movement and ministry operations. 
Just one soul  
This year was the lowest turnout. One soul since January has followed the Lord in water baptism. 
Manatuto has seen the highest transmission of virus in May. Many people from the districts who were 
trapped by the lockdown in the Capital city find their way unchecked thru the bushes brought the 
virus to their villages. The extensions of lockdown has not been lifted up for the last 18 months and 
is getting worst. The locals refuse to be vaccinated as the MoH fail to convince the public the purpose 
of the vaccine. The tally told us that there are 21 dead in the whole country. 
The Us-hun  outreach. 
The work must continue despite the setbacks. The good thing is that most of our outreaches were 
located  
The work Pastored by Carlos Soares bore fruit. We started the foundation for the church building 
when the 3 day public school holiday in June. That was so timely the church members agreed to help 
building the foundation .Its decisive as we know everything is scarce during pandemic. 
 

 
     Us-hun Building foundation( background: National highway)                Baptism in May 
 Please continue to uphold us in your prayer. Thank you. 
 
Ferdie Flores 
Your Missionary to Timor Leste 
 



 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 


